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hly ordered micro fillers in
polymeric matrix by electro-field-assisted aligning†
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Nanocomposites composed by polymeric matrix with micro/nano fillers have drawn lots of attention since

their dramatic properties beyond pristine polymers. The spatial distribution of the micro/nano fillers in the

polymeric matrix determines the final desired properties of the nanocomposites, thus deserves to

investigate. Here, we proposed an effective method of assembling the micro/nano fillers to pre-designed

patterns within the polymeric matrix by AC-electro-field-assisted aligning. By pre-designed AC electric

fields which could be dynamically controllable, the distribution of microparticles (acting as fillers) in the

matrix was tuned to various patterns related to the electric fields, such as linear alignment and circular

alignment. The field-oriented particles chains could act as endoskeletal structures, showing unique

properties (i.e., mechanical, optical, and anisotropic properties) beyond those of the conventional

composites with randomly distributed particles.
Introduction

In the past few decades, nanocomposites have been widely
studied in scientic literature since their signicant improve-
ment in performance, even in the case of low micro/nano llers
content. By the rational selection of llers, it is possible to
control the basic properties of the material,1–6 such as melting
temperature, magnetic properties, charge capacity, and color,
without changing the chemical composition. Performances
improvement and optimization based on micro/nano llers
promise extensive applications in many elds such as
mechanical reinforcement,7,8 lightweight components,9

sensors,10,11 and etc. The llers can be three-dimensional
framework, two-dimensional, one-dimensional and even zero-
dimensional materials. Besides the species, the distribution of
the micro/nano llers in the matrix is also a key factor affecting
nanocomposites properties. In recent years, a large number of
theoretical and experimental studies have proved that the
distribution of llers in nanocomposites has an important
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inuence on the yield intensity, plastic deformation, dielectric
constant and effective thermal conductivity, etc. In view of this,
a variety of heterogeneous structures are applied to nano-
composites, and are widely used in the elds of local strength
enhancement, directional bending deformation, nonlinear
optics, etc. Nevertheless, the distribution and the manipulation
of the embedded particles for modulating the macroscopic
properties of the composites, remain a primal barrier to the
more ubiquitous application of nanocomposites.

At present, there are many ways to control the distribution of
llers, including mechanical, chemical and physical
approaches, etc.12 Mechanical methods mainly include ultra-
sonic mixing,13,14 high shear mixing in solution15 and ball
milling between solid particles.16,17 These methods use high
energy vibration or shear force to separate llers from each
other. Since the high input energy and large mechanical force,
the mechanical methods oen induce unpredictable defects in
the ller structure. By contrast, chemical methods have been
widely employed to improve the compatibility and interaction
force between the llers and the polymeric matrix, such as the
graing of organosilanes,18–21 although their aggressive effects
need further improved. In terms of physical methods, eld-
assisted technology is an effective way to manipulate the
orientation of llers, thus modulating the functionality and
intelligence of materials. External elds usually include electric
elds,22–24 magnetic elds25–28 and temperature elds,29–31 etc., in
which electric elds and magnetic elds are oen used to
manipulate the direction of llers distribution. Gao32 developed
a 1D assembly array of single particle resolution with controlled
length and well-behaved conguration, which was prepared via
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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inkjet printing method assisted with magnetic guiding. Owing
to the high-aspect-ratio characteristic of the assembled struc-
ture, the as-prepared 1D arrays could be used for magnetic eld
sensing with anisotropic magnetization. Morales33 reported
a so thermoresponsive hydrogel with common latex micro-
spheres assembled and patterned by AC electric elds. The
eld-oriented particles chains could guide the macroscopic
bending pattern of the actuators. Qiang34 proposed and fabri-
cated a hierarchical hydrogel with the charged silk nanobers
aligned due to the electrostatic interactions between the
charged silk nanobers and the electric elds. When combined
with the biocompatibility of silk, the aligned hydrogel systems
could have broad utility in biological systems. Although the
aligning of micro/nano llers could be achieved in previous
studies, it is still desired to develop newmethods to manipulate
the spatial distribution patterns of the micro/nano llers in the
polymeric matrix, supplying a new route for composites
research. Furthermore, exploiting a new strategy to fabricate
particles assembly with controllable particles arrangement and
well-behaved conguration in a simple and effective approach
is still a great challenge.

Herein, a simple and rapid method based on AC electric
elds is proposed to produce patterned assemblies of particles
in a controllable manner. In this study, taking polystyrene (PS)
microparticles as llers, we introduced dielectrophoresis (DEP)
into the spatial distribution of llers. DEP is the motion of an
object under the force resulting from an electric elds gradient.
One of its major features is the ability to manipulate particles.
Via pre-designed AC electric elds, the PS particles orderly
aligned into desired patterns under the DEP force, as shown in
Fig. 1. The desired particles patterns act as the endoskeletal
structures of polymeric matrix, which endows matrix with
anisotropic functionality that randomly distributed particles
are unable to reach.
Experimental
Fabrication of electrodes and sealed chamber device

Au electrodes were fabricated by photolithography.35–38 The SU-8
photoresist (SU-8 2050, MicroChem Corporation) was spin-
coated onto a glass slide. Aer so baked, a standard lithog-
raphy process was performed and the SU-8 photoresist was
Fig. 1 PS particles are assembled and patterned by AC electric fields
within the polymeric matrix.
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patterned. Aer that, a 30 nm Cr layer was deposited as the
adhesive layer, and then a 100 nm Au layer was deposited as the
conductive layer. Finally, the glass slide was immersed in
acetone, and the electrodes patterns were revealed. For the
sealed chamber device, as shown in Fig. 2a, the electrode with
40 mmwidth and 40 mm gap was applied as the bottom support,
and a thin glass sheet (20 mm � 20 mm � 100 mm) was used as
the cover slip. A 50 mm-thick Teon lm was used as the spacer
between the electrode and the glass cover slip.
Arrangement of microparticles

The polymeric matrix is composed of 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate
(HDDA) and photoinitiator (1173), and the monomer concen-
tration of photoinitiator was xed 0.2%. The PS particles (5 mm
in diameter, purchased from Tianjin Saierqun Technology Co.,
Ltd.) were dispersed in deionized water. Aer the water was
completely evaporated at 60 �C, the polymeric matrix was added
to the reagent bottle containing PS particles, and ultrasonic
vibration was carried out for 2 hours at room temperature to
obtain a uniformly dispersed PS particles solution. Aer that,
the solution was rapidly injected into the sealed chamber
device. A sinusoidal AC signal (5 MHz, 20 Vpp), generated by
a waveform generator (Unit UTG2062A), was applied to elec-
trodes lines to create a non-uniform electric eld. A digital
phosphor oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 3034) was used to
conrm the generated waveform. The viscometer SCYN1301
was used tomeasure the kinematic viscosity of the solution. The
DEP-induced behavior of the microparticles was observed using
an optical microscope (IX71, Olympus Co., Japan) equipped
with a digital CCD camera and a computer screen.
Immobilization of the particles chains

Induced by the structured electric eld, PS particles instanta-
neously formed pre-designed distribution corresponding to
electrodes in a few seconds, as shown in Fig. 2b. UV light at
365 nm was then applied to the solution with aligned particles
chains for 120 s to allow photochemical polymerization and to
immobilize aligned particles, as shown in Fig. 2c. The assem-
bled particles patterns were preserved by polymerization in the
absence of the electric elds. Aer irradiation of UV light, the
cover slip above the chamber was removed, as shown in Fig. 2d,
and then the Teon lm which acted as a spacer at the edge of
the chamber was stripped. Finally, the cured matrix was peeled
off from the surface of the electrodes and cleaned with deion-
ized water at room temperature.
Results and discussion
The mechanism of microparticles patterning based on n-DEP

In this paper, structured electric elds by pre-designed
patterned electrodes is introduced to manipulate the distribu-
tion of the micro/nano llers. DEP force, i.e., positive DEP (p-
DEP) and negative DEP (n-DEP), induced by the structured
electric elds,22,23 is used to drive the motion of PS particles in
the polymeric matrix. The DEP force acting on a homogeneous
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15238–15245 | 15239



Fig. 2 (a) The PS particles dispersion in the sealed chamber device; (b) PS particles instantaneously formed chains under n-DEP force; (c) UV light
irradiation was provided to the solution to allow photochemical polymerization; (d) the cured matrix was separated from the sealed chamber
device by removing surrounding structures.
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dielectric particle suspended in the dielectric uid medium
(polymeric matrix) is given by

FDEP ¼ 2p3ma
3Re[K(u)]VE2 (1)

where 3m is the permittivity of the medium; a is the radius of
spherical particles; E is the electric eld intensity; VE2 is the
gradient of electric eld square; Re[K(u)] is the real part of K(u);
K(u) is the Clausius–Mossotti factor, and it is dened as follow:

KðuÞ ¼ 3*p � 3*m

3*p þ 23*m
(2)

In this equation, 3*m and 3*p are the complex permittivities of
the medium and the particle respectively, and

3* ¼ 3� s

u
j (3)

where s is the conductivity; 3 is the permittivity; u ¼ 2pf, is the
angular frequency, and f is the frequency of the applied AC
electric eld. It is important to note that the direction of DEP
force is determined by Re[K(u)]. When Re[K(u)] > 0, the direc-
tion of DEP force is the same as the direction of electric eld,
which is named p-DEP phenomenon, otherwise named n-DEP
phenomenon.

Simulation of electric elds and particles dynamic
distribution

3D distribution of the structured electric eld was calculated by
the nite element method (FEM) solver (COMSOL Multi-
physics). A sinusoidal AC voltage (5 MHz, 20 Vpp) was applied to
the pre-designed patterned electrodes, i.e., interdigital elec-
trodes, serpentine electrodes, and gradient electrodes. The
15240 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15238–15245
different electric elds for patterned electrodes were shown in
Fig. 3a, b and S1a,† both in the horizontal and vertical planes. In
the vertical planes, the voltage, which determined the DEP force
applied on the micro/nano llers, varied with the distance away
from the electrodes surface. A plane at 5 mm away from the
electrodes surface was selected and its voltage distribution was
shown in Fig. 3c, d, S1b and Fig. S2.† It was clearly indicated
that, the valleys of the applied electric elds were generated
right above the electrodes lines, and the peaks were found
between the electrodes lines, forming structured electric elds.

The structured electric elds, determined by the pre-
designed patterned electrodes, showed an important role on
the spatial distribution of PS particles. In order to investigate
the dynamic manipulation for the particles, a simulation model
was established. The simulation results indicated that, under
the n-DEP force, particles uniformly suspended in the poly-
meric matrix were rapidly repelled to the valleys in a few
seconds by strong electric elds formed in localized areas, and
aggregated into chains above electrodes lines, as shown in
Fig. 3e, f, S3 and Movie 1.†
Characterization of the patterned electrodes

The arrangement pattern of the particles was greatly affected by
the shape of electrodes, which indicated that the expected
particles pattern could be obtained by reasonable pre-design of
the electrodes. The Au electrodes with good conductivity were
fabricated by photolithography. The surfaces of the electrodes
were observed by the laser scanning confocal microscope
(LSCM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The three-
dimensional images of the surfaces were shown in Fig. 4a and
b. The SEM pictures were shown in Fig. 4c and d. In addition,
the surface roughness of electrodes was also important, and the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 3 (a and b) Field intensity distribution in the horizontal and vertical planes of (a) interdigital electrodes (b) serpentine electrodes; (c and d)
curves of the absolute voltage value of (c) interdigital electrodes (d) serpentine electrodes; (e and f) simulation results of particles dynamic
distribution of (e) interdigital electrodes (f) serpentine electrodes.
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uneven surfaces might affect the distribution of electric elds.
Atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to characterize the
roughness. The AFM picture was shown in Fig. 4e, and the
numerical curve of the surface roughness was shown in Fig. 4f.
Via these pictures, it was found that the surfaces were uniform
with a small roughness.
Morphological characterization of particles chains

In experiments, the chains formed by PS particles were shown
in Fig. 5a, b and Movie 2.† It was found that the morphology of
particles chains was closely related to the concentration of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
particles in solution. A large spacing between particles was
found in the assembled particles chains for low concentration,
and it decreased gradually as the concentration increased, as
shown in Fig. 5c. Furthermore, the width of the chains, mainly
implying the assembly columns of the particles, was also
directly affected by the concentration, and the relation of width
versus concentration was shown in Fig. 5d. The change process
of particles distribution determined by the concentration was
clearly shown in Fig. 5e. It was indicated that, when concen-
tration was below 108 particles per mL (p per mL), sparse
columns with large spacing were found. As concentration
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15238–15245 | 15241



Fig. 4 (a and b) The LSCM pictures of (a) interdigital electrodes (b) serpentine electrodes; (c and d) the SEM pictures of (c) interdigital electrodes
(b) serpentine electrodes; (e) the AFM picture; (f) the numerical curve of the surface roughness.
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increased, the particles chains gradually evolved from sparse
columns to the dense columns with crowded particles, and the
columns width gradually increased when the concentration was
over 2 � 109 p per mL.
Spatial distribution of particles

In order to study the spatial distribution of particles in the
polymeric matrix, the method of slicing the light-cured matrix
was implemented. The distribution of particles in the vertical
plane was shown in Fig. 6a. It was found that the kinematic
viscosity of the solution and the applied voltage played impor-
tant roles on the distribution height over the electrodes surface
in the polymeric matrix. The kinematic viscosity was
15242 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15238–15245
a mensuration of the internal friction force of a uid as it
owed, which would hinder the dynamic motion of particles in
the uid. In the experiment, a variety of solutions with different
viscosities were used to verify the effect of dynamic viscosity on
particles distribution. The height variation with the kinematic
viscosity at different applied voltages was shown in Fig. 6b. At
the same voltage, when the viscosity was less than 9 mm2 s�1,
the height increased sharply with the viscosity. When the
viscosity increased from 9 mm2 s�1 to 25 mm2 s�1, the effect of
viscosity on height was found to be weakened, and the height
increased slowly with the viscosity. When the viscosity was over
25 mm2 s�1, the movement of particles was greatly hindered
and no longer aligned, and the height appeared to grow faster
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 5 (a and b) The chains formed by PS particles on (a) interdigital electrodes (b) serpentine electrodes; (c) the variation of the spacing of
particles versus concentration; (d) the variation of the width versus concentration; (e) the change process of particles distribution.
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again, which might be attributed to the sharp decrease of the
electric eld force since the great height, and the uid resis-
tance to particles occupied the dominant position.

It is well known that the properties of composites depend on
the microstructure to a certain extent. Thus, it is signicant to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
study the effects of the micro/nano llers distribution on the
composites performances, which could supply guidelines to
develop high-performance composites. Expected performances
can be achieved by utilizing and changing micro/nano llers
alignment. In addition, by studying the distribution height of
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 15238–15245 | 15243



Fig. 6 (a) The distribution of particles in the vertical plane; (b) the height variation with the kinematic viscosity at different applied voltages.
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particles in the matrix, the range of electric elds manipulating
particles was revealed, which is hopeful to be applied in the
multi-layer alignment of particles, and might offer a promising
method to control the performance of each layer when
combined with 3D printing technology. All these results have
important guiding signicance for breaking the bottleneck of
composite performance improvement.
Conclusions

In this study, based on n-DEP mechanism, the method of eld-
assembled was utilized to fabricate highly ordered particles
chains in polymeric matrix, which had excellent particles
controllability, rapid responsiveness, and allowed particles to
be aligned in directional areas. As endoskeletal structures, the
eld-oriented particles chains could have anisotropic response
to the external stimuli, which provides promising applications
in so robots and intelligent materials.
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